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The Pocket Pema Chodron
The revered Buddhist teacher and author of When
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Things
Fall Apart
the ways in which they can enrich our lives Welcome
compassion and fearlessness as your guide, and you’ll
live wisely and effectively in good times and bad. But
that’s easier said than done. In The Compassion Book,
Pema Chödrön introduces a powerful, transformative
method to nurture these qualities using a practice
called lojong, which has been a primary focus of her
teachings and personal practice for many years. For
centuries, Tibetan Buddhists have relied on these
teachings to awaken the deep goodness that lies
within us. The lojong teachings include fifty-nine pithy
slogans for daily contemplation, such as “Always
maintain only a joyful mind,” “Don’t be swayed by
external circumstances,” “Don’t try to be the fastest,”
and “Be grateful to everyone.” This book presents
each of these slogans and includes Pema’s clear,
succinct guidance on how to understand them—and
how they can enrich our lives. It also features a fortyfive-minute downloadable audio program entitled
“Opening the Heart,” in which Pema offers in-depth
instruction on tonglen meditation, a powerful practice
that anyone can undertake to awaken compassion for
oneself and others.

A Beginner's Guide to Meditation
Lawrence LeShan's classic guide to meditation
introduced mindfulness to an entire generation. Now
it's back in a special ebook edition. Since its initial
publication nearly 50 years ago, this simple yet
powerful guide has helped more than a million
readers reap the profound and limitless rewards of
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Meditate is back, singing the virtues of a quiet mind in
the overstimulating bustle of the modern world.
Outlining a realistic and no-nonsense approach that
will enable you to bring meditation effortlessly into
your life, no matter how thinly stretched you are, How
to Meditate is unrivaled as a source of inspiration and
practical instruction for anyone seeking inner peace,
relief from stress, and increased self-knowledge.

Who Is My Self?
"War and peace begin in the hearts of individuals,"
declares Pema Chodron in her inspiring and
accessible new book, which draws on Buddhist
teachings to explore the origins of aggression and
war.

Ani Trime's Little Book of Affirmations
There is a basic human wisdom that can help solve
the world’s problems. It doesn’t belong to any one
culture or region or religious tradition—though it can
be found in many of them throughout history. It’s
what Chögyam Trungpa called the sacred path of the
warrior. The sacred warrior conquers the world not
through violence or aggression, but through
gentleness, courage, and self-knowledge. The warrior
discovers the basic goodness of human life and
radiates that goodness out into the world for the
peace and sanity of others. That’s what the
Shambhala teachings are all about, and this is the
book that has been presenting them to a wide and
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When Things Fall Apart
Julie Potiker turns some enormous lemons in her life
into the sweetest lemonade in this wonderful book.
She brings together practical brain science, powerful
methods from psychotherapy, and her own friendly,
funny, encouraging, and heartfelt voice to offer a
wonderful roadmap and toolbox for when life throws
some lemons at you.-Rick Hanson, PhD, author of
Buddha's Brain: The Practical Neuroscience of
Happiness, Love, and Wisdom; and Hardwiring
Happiness: The New Brain Science of Contentment,
Calm, and Confidence. At one point in her life, Julie
Potiker was so stressed that she began manifesting
symptoms of a stroke. It was at this point she realized
she needed to change her life and find better ways of
managing the challenges she would inevitably face.
Now she's sharing the methods she developed with
you. In this compassionate and courageous new
guide, Potiker shows you how to find happiness apart
from your children's lives, practice important self-care
rituals, rewire your own brain to receive happiness,
feel safe and comforted in the midst of the chaos, and
listen to your inner critic without letting it tear you
down. Potiker also introduces Jewish tradition into her
mindfulness lessons and explains the importance of
following your own spiritual and emotional values as
you embark on this new journey.

How to Meditate
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AUTHOR OF 10% HAPPIER Too busy to meditate?
Can’t turn off your brain? Curious about mindfulness
but more comfortable in the gym? This book is for
you. You’ll also get access to guided audio
meditations on the 10% Happier app, to jumpstart
your practice from day one. ABC News anchor Dan
Harris used to think that meditation was for people
who collect crystals, play Ultimate Frisbee, and use
the word “namaste” without irony. After he had a
panic attack on live television, he went on a strange
and circuitous journey that ultimately led him to
become one of meditation’s most vocal public
proponents. Harris found that meditation made him
more focused and less yanked around by his
emotions. According to his wife, it also made him less
annoying. Science suggests that the practice can
lower your blood pressure, mitigate depression and
anxiety, and literally rewire key parts of the brain. So
what’s holding you back? In Meditation for Fidgety
Skeptics, Harris and Jeff Warren, a masterful teacher
and “Meditation MacGyver,” embark on a gonzo crosscountry quest to tackle the myths, misconceptions,
and self-deceptions that keep people from meditating.
It is filled with game-changing and deeply practical
meditation instructions—all of which are also
available (for free) on the 10% Happier app. This book
is a trip worth taking. Praise for Meditation for Fidgety
Skeptics “If you’re intrigued by meditation but don’t
know how to begin—or you’ve benefited from
meditation in the past but need help to get started
again—Dan Harris has written the book for you. Well
researched, practical, and crammed with expert
advice, it’s also an irreverent, hilarious pagePage 5/24
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turner.”—Gretchen
Rubin, author of The Happiness
Project “The ABC News anchor, a ‘defender of
worrying’ who once had an anxiety attack on air,
offers a hilarious and stirring account of his two-stepsforward-one-step-back campaign to sort ‘useless
rumination’ from ‘constructive anguish’ via
mindfulness, along with invaluable suggestions for
following in his footsteps.”—O: The Oprah Magazine

Awakening Loving-Kindness
Start Where You Are is an indispensable handbook for
cultivating fearlessness and awakening a
compassionate heart. With insight and humor, Pema
Chödrön presents down-to-earth guidance on how we
can "start where we are"—embracing rather than
denying the painful aspects of our lives. Pema
Chödrön frames her teachings on compassion around
fifty-nine traditional Tibetan Buddhist maxims, or
slogans, such as: "Always apply only a joyful state of
mind," "Don't seek others' pain as the limbs of your
own happiness," and "Always meditate on whatever
provokes resentment." Working with these slogans
and through the practice of meditation, Start Where
You Are shows how we can all develop the courage to
work with our inner pain and discover joy, well-being,
and confidence.

The Wisdom of No Escape
An American Buddhist nun explains how to become
compassionate and fearless by accepting the pain in
individual lives in their present state through the
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Open Heart, Open Mind
From the bestselling author of When Things Fall Apart,
an open-hearted call for human connection,
compassion, and learning to love the world just as it is
during these most challenging times. In her first new
book of spiritual teachings in over seven years, Pema
Chödrön offers a combination of wisdom, heartfelt
reflections, and the signature mix of humor and
insight that have made her a beloved figure to turn to
during times of change. In an increasingly polarized
world, Pema shows us how to strengthen our abilities
to find common ground, even when we disagree, and
influence our environment in positive ways. Sharing
never-before told personal stories from her
remarkable life, simple and powerful everyday
practices, and directly relatable advice, Pema
encourages us all to become triumphant
bodhisattvas--compassionate beings--in times of
hardship. Welcoming the Unwelcome includes
teachings on the true meaning of karma, recognizing
the basic goodness in ourselves and the people we
share our lives with--even the most challenging ones,
transforming adversity into opportunities for growth,
and freeing ourselves from the empty and illusory
labels that separate us. Pema also provides step-bystep guides to a basic sitting meditation and a
compassion meditation that anyone can use to bring
light to the darkness we face, wherever and whatever
it may be.
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Don't Bite the Hook
When the path ahead is dark, how can we keep from
stumbling? How do we make our way with courage
and dignity? “Inside each of us is an eternal light that
I call ‘the One Who Knows,’ writes Jack Kornfeld.
“Awakening to this wisdom can help us fin dour way
through pain and suffering with grace and
tenderness.” For anyone seeking answer during a
trying time, he offers A Lamp in the Darkness, a
program filled with spiritual and psychological
insights, hope-giving stories, and advice for skillfully
navigating life’s inevitable storms. Table of Contents
Foreward by Jon Kabat-Zinn Introduction: An Invitation
to Awaken The Wisdom of Our Difficulties The Earth is
My Witness Shared Compassion Awakening the
Buddha of Wisdom in Difficulties The Practice of
Forgiveness The Temple of Healing The Zen of an
Aching Heart Equanimity and Peace Your Highest
Intention The Four Foundations of Mindfulness and the
Healing Journey Afterword: The Return of Joy Excerpt
Every life is filled with change and insecurity, and
every life includes loss and suffering and difficulties
that arise regularly. We are all nomads in this everchanging world, and we need ways to ground
ourselves and remain centered no matter what
happens. When we encounter difficult times in our
lives, it is not just the outer changes, but often our
own state of mind that causes us the most difficulty.
Grief and anxiety, fear and loss, and other turbulent
emotions that we carry with us—and the stories

Practicing Peace in Times of War
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The author of When Things Fall Apart reveals the
meaning behind 59 Buddhist teachings and how you
can use them as touchstones for daily living For
centuries Tibetan Buddhists have relied on a
collection of 59 pithy teachings—called lojong in
Tibetan—to help them develop wisdom and
compassion amid the challenges of daily living. In this
book, Pema Chödrön introduces these transformative
teachings and offers guidance on how to make them
part of our everyday lives. Each lojong, or slogan, is
followed by Pema Chödrön's accessible and succinct
commentary on how to understand and apply it. The
lojong teachings include: · "Always maintain only a
joyful mind." · "Don't be swayed by external
circumstances.” · "Don't be so predictable." · "Be
grateful to everyone." Inside Always Maintain a Joyful
Mind readers will also find a link to an online audio
program entitled "Opening the Heart.” Here, Pema
Chödrön offers in-depth instruction on tonglen
meditation—a powerful practice that anyone can
undertake to awaken compassion for oneself and
others.

Training the Mind & Cultivating Lovingkindness
"In language totally fresh and jargon-free, Sakyong
Mipham Rinpoche distills the wisdom of many
centuries. Simple as it is profound, his book bears
reading many times."—Peter Conradi, author of Iris
Murdoch: A Life and Going Buddhist Strengthening,
calming, and stabilizing the mind is the essential first
step in accomplishing nearly any goal. Growing up
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to Westerners as no one can: in idiomatic English with
stories and wisdom from American culture and the
great Buddhist teachers. Turning the Mind Into an Ally
makes it possible for anyone to achieve peace and
clarity in their lives.

Start Where You Are: How to accept
yourself and others
An American Buddhist nun encourages accepting
everyday life and the wonders and pains of this world
as the gateway to an enhanced spiritual life.

Comfortable with Uncertainty
Based on talks given during a one-month meditation
retreat at Gampo Abbey, this book contains teachings
that were intended to inspire and encourage
practitioners to remain wholeheartedly awake to
everything that occurs and to use the abundant
material of daily life as their primary teacher and
guide. The message for the retreat participants—and
for the reader as well—is to be with oneself without
embarrassment or harshness. This is instruction on
how to love oneself and one's world. This Shambhala
Pocket Classic is an abridged version of The Wisdom
of No Escape.

The Relaxed Mind
Inspired by the Buddhist tradition of the 108-day
retreat, a Tibetan Buddhist nun offers instruction and
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Always Maintain a Joyful Mind
Meditation helps us to cut through the agonizing
clutter of superficial mental turmoil and allows us to
experience more spacious and joyful states of mind. It
is this pure and luminous state that I call your
Wildmind. From how to build your own stool to how a
raisin can help you meditate, this illustrated guide
explains everything you need to know to start or
strengthen your meditation practice.

The Shambhala Principle
As countless meditators have learned firsthand,
meditation practice can positively transform the way
we see and experience our lives. This practical,
accessible guide to the fundamentals of Buddhist
meditation introduces you to the practice, explains
how it is approached in the main schools of
Buddhism, and offers advice and inspiration from
Buddhism’s most renowned and effective meditation
teachers, including Pema Chödrön, Thich Nhat Hanh,
the Fourteenth Dalai Lama, Sharon Salzberg, Norman
Fischer, Ajahn Chah, Chögyam Trungpa Rinpoche,
Shunryu Suzuki Roshi, Sylvia Boorstein, Noah Levine,
Judy Lief, and many others. Topics include how to
build excitement and energy to start a meditation
routine and keep it going, setting up a meditation
space, working with and through boredom, what to
look for when seeking others to meditate with, how to
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retreat, how to bring the practice "off the cushion"
with walking meditation and other practices, and
much more.

Life Falls Apart, But You Don't Have To
In the late 1990s, shortly after arriving in the United
States, it became clear to Dza Kilung Rinpoche that
his Western students responded to traditional
meditation instructions differently from his students
back in Asia. The Westerners didn’t know how to
relax—our pressured, fast-paced lifestyles carried
over into meditation. The Relaxed Mind contains
instructions for the seven-phase meditation practice
Dza Kilung Rinpoche developed for students in the
West. It’s adapted from traditional instructions to
counteract the overwhelming distraction that is
becoming a global culture these days, not only in the
West. Experienced meditators may be surprised to
find their practice deepening through letting go of
tension. This is also an excellent meditation manual
for any beginner.

Meditation for Fidgety Skeptics
Examines the principles of Shambhala to reveal the
inherent goodness of humanity and explain how
readers can rediscover inner peace through
compatible practices of meditation.

Shambhala: The Sacred Path of the
Warrior
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Now in paperback, this practical guide to cultivating
compassion delivers Buddhist and psychological
insight right where we need it most—navigating the
difficulties of our daily lives. Compassion is often seen
as a distant, altruistic ideal cultivated by saints, or as
an unrealistic response of the naively kind-hearted.
Seeing compassion in this way, we lose out on
experiencing the transformative potential of one of
our most neglected inner resources. Dr Lorne Ladner
rescues compassion from this marginalised view,
showing how its practical application in our life can be
a powerful force in achieving happiness. Combining
the wisdom of Tibetan Buddhism and Western
psychology, Ladner presents clear, effective practices
for cultivating compassion in daily living.

Turning the Mind Into an Ally
Self-transformation is an essential element in all
forms of Buddhist meditation--from Tantra to Zen.
Ayya Khema, author of the best-selling Being Nobody,
Going Nowhere, uses one of the earliest Buddhist
suttas to guide us along the path of the oldest
Buddhist meditative practice for understanding the
nature of "self." By following the Buddha's
explanation with clear, insightful examples from her
years of teaching meditation, she guides us back and
forth between the relative understanding and higher
realizations of the Buddhist concept of "self." Her
thoughtful contemplation of the Buddha's radical
understanding of "self" and her practical advice for
achieving insight offer the reader a profound
understanding of the "self." Both beginning and
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advanced
practitioners
will greatly benefit from Ayya
Khema's warm and down-to-earth exposition of the
Buddha's meditation on "self."

Living Beautifully with Uncertainty and
Change
A distillation of the author's years of scholarship and
teaching demonstrates how violence is an
inappropriate response on every level, offering
spiritual guidance on how to promote personal and
worldwide change. Reprint. 40,000 first printing.

Welcoming the Unwelcome
An introduction to the Tibetan Buddhist practice of
lojong features a collection of classical "slogans"
designed to help promote clarity, intelligence,
compassion, and other virtues, in a guide that
demonstrates how to overcome such challenges as
fear and self-centeredness. Original.

Taking the Leap
The time-honored national bestseller, updated with a
new afterword, celebrating 10 years of influencing the
way we live. When Wherever You Go, There You Are
was first published in 1994, no one could have
predicted that the book would launch itself onto
bestseller lists nationwide and sell over 750,000
copies to date. Ten years later, the book continues to
change lives. In honor of the book's 10th anniversary,
Hyperion is proud to be releasing the book with a new
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the author, and to share this wonderful
book with an even larger audience.

How to Meditate
A collection of short inspirational readings by "one of
the world's wisest women"--O, the Oprah Magazine.
Pema Chödrön, beloved Buddhist nun and best-selling
author, offers this treasury of 108 short selections
from her more than four decades of study and
writings. Here she presents teachings on breaking
free of destructive patterns; developing patience,
kindness, and joy amid our everyday struggles;
becoming fearless; and unlocking our natural warmth,
intelligence, and goodness. Designed for on-the-go
inspiration, this is a perfect guide to Buddhist
principles and the foundations of meditation and
mindfulness. This book is part of the Shambhala
Pocket Library series. The Shambhala Pocket Library
is a collection of short, portable teachings from
notable figures across religious traditions and classic
texts. The covers in this series are rendered by
Colorado artist Robert Spellman. The books in this
collection distill the wisdom and heart of the work
Shambhala Publications has published over 50 years
into a compact format that is collectible, readerfriendly, and applicable to everyday life.

Start where You are
“Every thought I think is creating my future.” So begin
the 52 affirmations of Ani Trime, a beloved teacher in
the Tibetan Buddhist tradition who began her own life
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as a gruff,
plainspoken
West Virginian. Noted for her
humor and no-nonsense approach to spiritual
practice, Trime offers wise uplifting affirmations that
will resonate with everyone. Collected in an
appealing, pocket-size volume, Ani Trime’s Little Book
of Affirmations features original illustrations created
by 39 well-known contemporary commercial artists.
This publication conforms to the EPUB Accessibility
specification at WCAG 2.0 Level AA.

How to Meditate
The American Buddhist nun and author of the bestselling When Things Fall Apart counsels readers on
how to live compassionately and well during times of
instability, demonstrating the use of the Three
Commitments practice to promote relaxation,
embrace challenges and refraining from doing harm.

Training in Compassion
More and more people are beginning to recognize a
profound inner longing for authenticity, connection,
compassion, and aliveness. Meditation, Pema
explains, gives us a golden key to address this
yearning. This comprehensive guide shows readers
how to honestly meet and openly relate with the mind
to embrace the fullness of our experience as we
discover: • The basics of meditation, from getting
settled and the six points of posture to working with
your breath and cultivating an attitude of
unconditional friendliness • Gentleness, patience and
humor – three ingredients for a well-balanced practice
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• Shamatha
the mind to remain present with whatever arises •
Thoughts and emotions as “sheer delight”– instead of
obstacles-in meditation Here is a indispensable book
from the meditation teacher who remains a first
choice for students the world over. Ani Pema Chödrön
is an American-born Tibetian Buddhist nun and best
selling author. She taught as an elementary school
teacher for many years in both New Mexico and
California. Pema has two children and three
grandchildren.

Fail, Fail Again, Fail Better
The author of the best-selling When Things Fall Apart
offers insightful and compassionate advice on
uncovering inner wisdom and opening one's heart
while refusing to allow resentfulness and fear to block
one's inner light. Reprint.

Wherever You Go, There You Are
Lojong is the Tibetan Buddhist practice that involves
working with short phrases (called "slogans") as a
way of generating bodhichitta, the heart and mind of
enlightened compassion. Though the practice is more
than a millennium old, it has become popular in the
West only in the last twenty years or so—and it has
become very popular indeed, because it's a practice
that one can fit very well into an ordinary life, and
because it works.Through the influence of Pema
Chödrön, who was one of the first American Buddhist
teachers to teach it extensively, the practice has
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its Buddhist context to affect the lives of
non-Buddhists too. It's in this spirit that Norman
Fischer offers his commentary on the lojong slogans.
He applies Zen wisdom to them, showing how well
they fit in that related tradition, but he also sets the
slogans in the context of resonant practices
throughout the spiritual traditions. He shows lojong to
be a wonderful method for everyone, including those
who aren't otherwise interested in Buddhism, who
don't have the time or inclination to meditate, or
who'd just like to morph into the kind of person who's
focused rather than scattered, generous rather than
stingy, and kind rather than thoughtless.

The Compassion Book
Drawn from traditional Buddhist wisdom, Pema
Chodrons radical and compassionate advice for what
to do when things fall apart in our lives goes against
the grain of our usual habits and ex pectations.--from
back cover.

A Still Forest Pool
According to the Buddha, no one can attain basic
sanity or enlightenment without practicing
meditation. The teachings given here on the outlook
and technique of meditation provide the foundation
that every practitioner needs to awaken as the
Buddha did. Trungpa teaches us to let go of the urge
to make meditation serve our ambition; thus we can
relax into openness. We are shown how the deliberate
practice of mindfulness develops into contrived
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awareness reveals. We learn of a subtle psychological
stage set that we carry with us everywhere and
unwittingly use to structure all our experience—and
we find that meditation gradually carries us beyond
this and beyond ego altogether to the experience of
unconditioned freedom.

Wildmind
Discusses the Buddhist concept of shenpa in order to
describe how to become free from the destructive
energy experienced during moments of conflict.

The Places That Scare You
Achaan Chah spent many years walking and
meditating in the forest monastery of Wat Ba Pong,
engaging in the uncomplicated and disciplined
Buddhist practice called dhudanga. A Still Forest Pool
reflects the quiet, intensive, and joyous practice of
the forest monks of Thailand. Achaan Chah’s humble
words, compiled by two Westerners who are former
ordained monks, awaken the spirit of inquiry,
wonderment, understanding, and deep inner peace.
Attachment, according to Achaan Chah, causes all
suffering. Understanding the impermanent, insecure,
and selfless nature of life is the message he offers for
human happiness and realization. To vividly grasp the
meaning of attachment leads us to a new place of
practice – the path of balance, the Middle Path.

No Time to Lose
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Start Where You Are is an indispensable handbook for
cultivating fearlessness and awakening a
compassionate heart, from bestselling author Pema
Chodron. With insight and humour, she presents downto-earth guidance on how to make friends with
ourselves and develop genuine compassion towards
others.

Creating True Peace
When her granddaughter was accepted to Naropa
University, the celebrated author Pema Chödrön
promised that she’d speak at the commencement
ceremony. Fail, Fail Again, Fail Better contains the
wisdom shared on that day. “What do we do when life
doesn’t go the way we hoped?” begins Pema “We
say, ‘I’m a failure.” But what if failing wasn’t just
“okay,” but the most direct way to becoming a more
complete, loving, and fulfilled human being? Through
the insights of her own teachers and life journey,
Pema Chödrön offers us her heartfelt advice on how
to face the unknown—in ourselves and in the
world—and how our missteps can open our eyes to
see new possibilities and purpose. For Pema’s millions
of readers, prospective graduates, or anyone at a life
crossroads, this gem of clarity and reassurance is sure
to find a welcome place in many a kitchen, office, and
backpack.

The Path Is the Goal
Over the years, Pema Chödrön's books have offered
readers an exciting new way of living: developing
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fearlessness,
generosity, and compassion in all
aspects of their lives. In this new book, she invites
readers to venture further along the path of the
"bodhisattva warrior," explaining in depth how we can
awaken the softness of our hearts and develop true
confidence amid the challenges of daily living. In No
Time to Lose Chödrön reveals the traditional Buddhist
teachings that guide her own life: those of The Way of
the Bodhisattva ( Bodhicharyavatara), a text written
by the eighth-century sage Shantideva. This treasured
Buddhist work is remarkably relevant for our times,
describing the steps we can take to cultivate courage,
caring, and joy—the key to healing ourselves and our
troubled world. Chödrön offers us a highly practical
and engaging commentary on this essential text,
explaining how its profound teachings can be applied
to our daily lives. Full of illuminating stories and
practical exercises, this fresh and accessible guide
shows us that the path of the bodhisattva is open to
each and every one of us. Pema Chödrön urges us to
embark on this transformative path today, writing,
"There is no time to lose—but not to worry, we can do
it."

The Lost Art of Compassion
In Open Heart, Open Mind, Tsoknyi Rinpoche—one of
the most beloved of the contemporary generation of
Tibetan Buddhist meditation masters—explains that a
life free of fear, pain, insecurity, and doubt is not only
possible, it’s our birthright. We long for peace, for the
ability to love and be loved openly and freely, and for
the confidence and clarity to meet the various
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us resides a spark of unparalleled brilliance, an
unlimited capacity for warmth, openness, and
courage, which Rinpoche identifies as “essence love.”
Timeless and imperishable, essence love is often
layered over by patterns of behavior and belief that
urge us to seek happiness in conditions or situations
that never quite live up to their promise. Drawing on
rarely discussed teachings of Tibetan Buddhism,
Rinpoche describes how such patterns evolve and
offers a series of meditation exercises to help us
unravel them and, in the process, reawaken an
energy and exuberance that can not only bring lasting
fulfillment to our lives but ultimately serve to enliven
and inspire the entire world, as well. With great
humor, intelligence, and candor, Tsoknyi Rinpoche
also details his own struggles to reconnect with
essence love. Identified at an early age as the
incarnation of a renowned Tibetan master and
subjected to a rigorous monastic training, he
ultimately renounced his vows, married, and is now
the father of two daughters. As he recounts his own
efforts to strike a balance between the promptings of
his heart and an obligation to preserve and protect
the teachings of Tibetan Buddhism, Rinpoche
provides a bridge between ancient wisdom and
modern life, and encourages each of us to rediscover
the openness, fearlessness, and love that is the
essence of our own life. From the Hardcover edition.
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is meditation?
Why practice it? Which
techniques is best? How do I do it? The answers to
these often-asked questions are contained in this
down-to-earth book, making it of enormous value for
anyone who wishes to begin and maintain a
meditation practice. Written by a Western Buddhist
nun with solid experience in both the practice and
teaching of meditation, How to Meditate contains a
wealth of practical advice on a variety of authentic
techniques, from what to do with our minds, to how to
sit, to visualizations and other traditional practices.
Best of all, McDonald's approach is warm and
encouraging. The next best thing to private
instruction!
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